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Maturity Threat Analysis

Objective • Report on overall cyber security posture

• Identify key cyber security risks

• Provide recommendations to reduce risk and increase maturity

Activities • Obtain an understanding of the operating and business environment, inherent risks, the role that 
technology plays in enabling core business operations, and how information is accessed, used, 
stored, transmitted and disposed of

• Follow a risk-based approach to assess your cyber security controls, taking into consideration your 
operating environment and risk profile

Deliverables • Maturity Assessment – benchmark report outlining the level of maturity within each assessment 
area against industry standards and aligned to your operating environment and risk profile

• Risk Assessment – risk report outlining risks and potential impact that exist today or could emerge 
in the future based on the current state

• Final Report – includes observations, findings, reference material, risk assessment and 
recommendations aligned to improving cyber security maturity and managing risk for your 
organization

Timing • 4 – 8 Weeks

Team • Cyber Security Assessment Lead and Senior Security Consultants
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In an environment of increased digitalization, many organizations find it 

challenging to protect against many of today’s emerging threats that can 

originate from various sources, utilizing numerous avenues of attack. 

Our approach focuses on identifying your key cyber security exposures 

and reporting on your organization’s overall posture. This includes 

providing prioritized recommendations to reduce your risk, based on 

industry accepted practices tailored to your environment.

The results of our assessment will enable management to collaborate 

when making risk management decisions, see the organization from an 

attacker’s perspective and foster management’s commitment to allocate 

resources and implement reasonable security solutions.

Gain visibility and practical advice to effectively 
reduce your cyber security risk.

Benefits

At the end of this engagement, 

you will have the following:

• Benchmark against cyber 

security standards

• Identification of your key cyber 

security risks

• High-level cyber threat 

modeling

• Prioritized and practical 

recommendations to reduce 

your risk
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